Role of clinical trial treatment in determination of the chronic illnesses that went on to be of unknown etiologies and used to be treated symptomatically
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Illnesses treated symptomatically had got causes. Categorizing them as of not known etiology is for a while. One of the main pillars to disclose these causes is the clinical trial treatment CTT; it may exceed the other means where it works when they are depleted. CTT has its civilization to be applied. It is the link among philosophy, clinical practice and applied sciences. Starts by looking for the truth, maintained by the perseverance and end by the smart perception. A wise man once said “the admiration prevents from increment” this is the philosophy. It refers to the satisfaction in what if we are on, will stop further discovery of diseases causation. The route is paved with difficulties, so needs insistence. Results of CTT are the meticulous harvest of each step of the route. For that, in my career by applying the above three basis, I can say good gain was obtained through; chronic low back pain, carpal tunnel syndrome, MRI signs had been satisfactorily knew their reality and several others will be discussed in more reality in near future, the ignition for that was the clinical trials.
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